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LONDON: Sterling slid to a 28-month low
yesterday as Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s
government said it now assumed there would
be a no-deal Brexit because a “stubborn”
European Union was refusing to renegotiate
their divorce. Many investors say a no-deal
Brexit would send shock waves through the
world economy, tip Britain’s economy into a
recession, roil financial markets and weaken
London’s position as the pre-eminent inter-
national financial centre.

The pound, which was trading at $1.50 on
the day of the 2016 referendum, dropped a
cent to $1.2282, the lowest level since March
2017. Sterling has fallen two cents since
Johnson was named as British leader on
Tuesday. Johnson’s bet is that the threat of a
no-deal Brexit will persuade the EU’s biggest
powers - Germany and France - to agree to
revise the divorce deal that Theresa May
agreed last November but failed three times
to push through the British parliament.

He has said that the EU must drop a
“backstop” intended to keep the Irish border
open. The backstop would require the United
Kingdom to remain aligned to EU customs
rules if a future trading relationship falls
short of ensuring an open border. The 27
other EU members, though, say publicly and
privately that the divorce settlement - includ-
ing the backstop - is not up for barter. Many

EU diplomats say they believe an election in
Britain is highly likely.

“There must be some change from the EU
and if the EU are not willing to move at all we
must be ready to give the country some
finality,” Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab
said, adding that London was “turbo-charg-
ing” no deal preparations. Raab said the
United Kingdom wanted a deal but repeat-
edly cast the bloc as “stubborn”. Asked if he
was threatening the EU - whose $15.9 trillion
economy is nearly six times that of the
United Kingdom’s - Raab said: “I am not
doing any threatening.”

Hedge funds increased their net short
sterling positions - bets that the pound will
fall - to the highest level in nearly a year. And
in a sign investors are scrambling for protec-
tion against currency swings around the time
of the Oct. 31 exit, three-month implied
volati l ity surged to a four-month high.
Johnson has told EU leaders he will sit down
for Brexit talks when they indicate they are
ready to shift on the divorce deal, otherwise
Britain will prepare for leaving without a
deal, his spokeswoman said yesterday.

‘Our union’
Differences over Brexit have strained the

bonds that tie the United Kingdom. While the
country voted 52-48 to leave in 2016,

Scotland and Northern Ireland voted to stay
in the EU while Wales and England vote to
leave. The question of the unification of
Ireland and British-ruled Northern Ireland
will inevitably arise if Britain leaves the
European Union without a divorce deal on
Oct. 31, Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar
said. Varadkar also suggested that a so-
called hard Brexit could undermine
Scotland’s place in the United Kingdom.

Johnson makes his first visit to Scotland as
prime minister yesterday, as his Conservative
Party’s leader there said she would refuse to
support a no-deal Brexit. “Our Union is the
most successful political and economic union
in history. We are a global brand and together
we are safer, stronger and more prosperous,”
Johnson said in a statement ahead of the visit.
“So as we prepare for our bright future after
Brexit, it’s vital we renew the ties that bind
our United Kingdom.”

Johnson’s promise to deliver Brexit, with
or without a deal, has put him at odds with
some in his party who oppose a “no deal”
exit - including its Scottish leader Ruth
Davidson. Gordon Brown, a Scot and a for-
mer prime minister, said this month that
Johnson could be the United Kingdom’s last
prime minister as he could be on a collision
course with Scottish nationalists. Last week,
Scotland’s nationalist leader Nicola Sturgeon

wrote to Johnson telling him his Brexit plans
would hurt the Scottish economy and that

she would continue preparations for a sec-
ond independence referendum. — Reuters

UK plays Brexit hardball with 
a ‘stubborn’ European Union 

Ireland warns over united Ireland; PM heads to military base in Scotland

PARIS: The video-sharing platform YouTube is striving
to block those who would use it to promote racism,
hate speech, violence and disinformation, its number
two executive has told AFP, as the Google-owned com-
pany comes under increasing scrutiny. “YouTube has
now grown to a big city. More bad actors have come
into place. And just like in any big city, you need a new
set of rules and laws and kind of regulatory regime,”
chief product officer Neal Mohan said in an interview.

Rising public pressure on YouTube and other social
media platforms has prodded them to try and limit the
negative aspects, lest governments clamp down with
more stringent regulation. Media reports said last week
that the American tech giant Google had reached a
multimillion-dollar settlement with the US Federal Trade
Commission over alleged violations of children’s data
privacy laws on YouTube.

YouTube and other platforms have also been seen as
havens for conspiracy theorists denying Holocaust or
the September 11 attacks, as well as for Nazi and white
supremacist groups. “We must adapt to make sure that
those things don’t become rampant on our platform,”
Mohan said. YouTube said in June that it would ban
videos promoting or glorifying racism and discrimina-
tion as well as those denying well-documented violent
events, like the Holocaust. “Two billion users come to
the platform every single month,” Mohan noted, “so we
must take our responsibility as a platform incredibly
seriously.”

Where ‘the magic comes from’ 
“We want to make sure that YouTube remains an

open platform because that’s where a lot of the magic
comes from, even though there may be some opinions
and voices on the platform that I don’t agree with, that
you don’t agree with.” Tech giants are facing increased
scrutiny, with some political leaders calling for a
breakup of the dominant players and others seeking
tougher privacy and content moderation rules. “I think
first and foremost that that is our responsibility,”
Mohan said. “Community guidelines that were simple
and straightforward 10 years ago don’t apply the same
way. They must be updated, they must be changed.”

However the process is complex and the executive
warned against expectations of a rapid solution. “You
can’t just write a hate speech policy in one weekend. It
could result in many unintended consequences,” he
said. “We update our policies, we consult with many
third party experts all across the world” with varied
political leanings and points of view to “come up with
some language that can then be enforced,” he added.
“It’s not a trivial process to come up with a new policy
and a new enforcement regime.”

‘Borderline’ videos 
In addition to hate speech, Mohan pointed out that

YouTube also scrutinizes videos that consist of
“harassment, harmful and dangerous pranks, spam and
abuse, fraud,” or threats to child safety. He highlighted
the problem of “borderline” videos that can spread
“harmful misinformation” without explicitly violating
YouTube’s rules.

In the United States, the company has people evalu-
ate such content, after which it decides to what extent
the videos will be recommended to other users. That
appears to have reduced recommendations of border-
line content by around half, according to YouTube, and
the system is due to be expanded to other countries.
“People should also be allowed to say things that... not
everyone might agree with,” Mohan said, while also
noting that “we don’t have the obligation to recommend
every piece of content in a similar fashion.”

He suggested that some sort of positive discrimi-
nation could be applied to “authoritative sources like
AFP or CNN or BBC or the AP or whoever”. They in
exchange would be challenged to provide “interesting
and engaging” content. However he said that
YouTube would not shut the door on those who are
outside the mainstream media. “A new creator can
come along and... by building up his credibility, build-
ing up his trustworthiness as a news source,” could
“establish themselves as an authoritative source on a
particular topic.” — AFP 

YouTube needs ‘new 
set of rules and laws’

GARELOCHHEAD: Commander Justin Codd (left) chats with Britain’s Prime Minister Boris
Johnson (right) aboard Vanguard-class submarine HMS Victorious during a visit to Faslane
Naval base (HM Naval Base Clyde), north of Glasgow in Scotland yesterday. — AFP 

UN investigators call 
for an IS ‘Nuremberg’
BAGHDAD: The head of the UN special probe into
Islamic State group crimes has called for trials like
those at Nuremberg of Nazi leaders to ensure the
jihadists’ victims are heard and their ideology
“debunked”. For a year, British lawyer Karim Khan
has travelled around Iraq with a team of almost 80
people to gather evidence and witness testimony for
the UN body known as UNITAD. “It’s a mountain to
climb”, the human rights specialist told AFP, as the
investigative team works to analyze up to 12,000
bodies from more than 200 mass graves, 600,000
videos of IS crimes and 15,000 pages from the
group’s bureaucracy.

Crucifixions, slavery, beheadings
Five years ago, when their self-proclaimed

“caliphate” spanned territory the size of the United
Kingdom, the jihadists imposed their brutal rule over
seven million people across Iraq and Syria with
administrations, schools, child soldiers, a severe inter-
pretation of Islam and medieval punishments.
Minority groups considered by IS to be “heretics” or
“satanists” were killed by the thousands, tortured or
enslaved. IS “wasn’t some kind of guerilla warfare or a
mobile rebel group... that’s one aspect that is unusual”
for international justice, Khan said from the ultra-
secure UNITAD headquarters in Baghdad. 

“There was no taboo” for IS, Khan said. “Who
could have thought in the 21st century we would see
crucifixion or burning a human alive in a cage, slavery,
sexual slavery, throwing people off buildings, behead-
ings”. And all this captured “with a TV camera”.
Despite the horror, these crimes “are not new,” he
said. “What is new perhaps with IS, is that the ideolo-
gy fuels the criminal group in the same way that fas-
cism fuelled the criminal pogroms of Hitler”. 

Nazi leaders were put on trial at the 1945-1946
international military tribunal at Nuremberg, Germany
for the murder of around six million Jews during
World War II. Today almost every day Iraqis are sen-
tenced, often to death, but the victims are not present
at the trials and the only charge brought is belonging
to IS. But Khan said trials where evidence and testi-
mony are exposed to everyone are the only way to
turn the page. 

After IS, “Iraq and humanity requires its
Nuremberg moment”, he said. Because of
Nuremberg, “nobody could be taken seriously if they
would espouse the principles of Mein Kampf (written
by Adolf Hitler). In fact alarms bells in the public con-
science would be aroused if anybody thought the
principles of fascism were an alternative political phi-
losophy”, he added. — AFP

Russia opposition 
leader targeted 
with ‘toxic agent’ 
MOSCOW: Russia’s jailed opposition leader Alexei
Navalny might have been targeted by a “toxic agent,” his
doctor said yesterday, as the Kremlin scrambled to contain
a fresh political crisis after major protests. The health of
President Vladimir Putin’s top opponent deteriorated a
day after almost 1,400 people were arrested at an unau-
thorized protest on Saturday, in the largest police crack-
down in recent years.

The Russian opposition leader is serving a 30-day jail
sentence for calling Saturday’s rally after authorities
blocked prominent independent candidates from taking
part in Moscow parliament elections in September. On
Sunday, Navalny was rushed from jail to hospital suffering
an acute allergic reaction. “Some toxic agent may be the
reason for Alexei Navalny’s ‘illness’,” his physician
Anastasia Vasilyeva said in a post on Facebook, adding
that doctors at Moscow’s hospital No 64, which treated
him, have behaved strangely.   Vasilyeva said Sunday the
43-year-old could have been exposed to an “unknown
chemical substance”. A representative of the hospital said
yesterday Navalny was “in a satisfactory condition.” “His
body temperature is 36.6C,” the representative said,
declining to release Navalny’s diagnosis.

In a new post yesterday, Vasilyeva, who treated
Navalny for a serious eye injury in the past, accused the

doctors of not wanting to investigate what had caused
Navalny’s illness. They say “he simply has hives. But why
are you lying?” the ophthalmologist said. “They have
decided against establishing the cause of generalized
oedema and rash.” She told the independent channel TV
Rain that samples of Navalny’s tissue would undergo inde-
pendent tests. 

She also said she was finally allowed to examine the
politician. Vasilyeva and another physician visited Navalny
on Sunday but were not allowed to properly examine the
politician who had swollen eyelids, discharge in the eye,
and rash on his upper body. Vasilyeva said it appeared that
he was suffering from acute toxic conjunctivitis and der-
matitis. The hospital doctors refused to inform Navalny
and his family of his diagnosis and were visibly jittery,
Vasilyeva said.

She treated Navalny in 2017 when he nearly lost the
sight in one eye after an attack by an assailant. She said
she was worried for the condition of the damaged eye.
Navalny has never suffered from allergies in the past, his
spokeswoman Kira Yarmysh has said. On Saturday, police
brutally crushed a peaceful rally after thousands took to
the Moscow streets demanding the Kremlin open up the
tightly controlled political system.  Ahead of the rally
police detained a number of popular opposition politicians
who have fought to get on the ballot and raided their
homes and campaign offices. Despite the crackdown,
thousands of protesters-many in their 20s and early 30s-
still turned up in central Moscow and clashed with police.
Liberal Russian media estimated the turnout at 10,000-
15,000 people.  The opposition called for a new protest on
Saturday. The Bell, a respected Russian-language online
media, said the Kremlin had underestimated the
Muscovites’ anger and readiness to protest. — AFP

MOSCOW: In this file photograph, Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny addresses supporters during an unauthorized
anti-Putin rally in Moscow. Russia’s jailed opposition politician Alexei Navalny might have been exposed to an unidentified
‘toxic agent,’ his personal doctor said yesterday. — AFP 

Joe Biden to face 
clash over race in 
upcoming debate
WASHINGTON: Expect bare-knuckle political sparring
when 2020 frontrunner Joe Biden battles his Democratic
rivals this week, with challengers criticizing him on racial
issues and low-polling candidates seeking last-gasp
breakouts for their sagging campaigns.

Twenty Democratic White House hopefuls will gather
under the klieg lights for their party’s second nationally-
televised debate, a two-night affair beginning today in
Detroit that is expected to bring more heat than the debut
showdown last month. “I’m not going to be as polite this
time,” Biden told a fundraiser in Detroit Wednesday, as the
two most prominent African American candidates in the
race — senators Kamala Harris and Cory Booker - sig-
naled they will be seize the offensive against the former
vice president.

Despite differences over how to go after Republican
President Donald Trump, and recognition that issues such
as the economy and health care should dominate cam-
paign talk, the escalating conflict over race has emerged as
perhaps the prominent issue of the moment ahead of the
debate. Trump himself has fueled the divisions, attacking

ethnic minority lawmakers in tweets and campaign
appearances that sparked fraught national deliberations
about race relations in America. With Biden the clear
leader in Democratic polls - he has double the support of
number two candidate Bernie Sanders - he is also the pri-
mary target.

He will face open confrontation about his record when
he takes the stage Wednesday for his rematch with Harris,
which will also feature Booker. Both have pointed to con-
troversial positions in Biden’s past, including his work with
segregationists in the US Senate and his opposition to
federally mandated busing to desegregate schools. “If they
want to argue about the past, I can do that,” Biden said at
the fundraiser. “I got a past I’m proud of. They got a past
that’s not quite so good.”

Several candidates have prepared for the two-night
clash by wooing black voters, a crucial Democratic demo-
graphic. Harris, an ex-prosecutor who has been criticized
for opposing some criminal justice reforms while attorney
general of California, rolled out a $60 billion plan for black
higher education. Biden unveiled a criminal justice propos-
al, and Pete Buttigieg, an Indiana mayor in the second tier
of candidates, recently presented a plan for what he calls
“investment in the empowerment of black America.”

Biden, 76, has acknowledged he was ill-prepared to
counter the brickbats against him in the opening debate.
Polls show many black voters are unmoved by the fracas
with Biden, who enjoys good will from African Americans
over his eight-year stint as Barack Obama’s loyal deputy. A
Monmouth University poll released Thursday shows Biden

with 51 percent support among African Americans in ear-
ly-voting South Carolina.

Booker, currently eighth in polling according to
RealClearPolitics, sought to capture some of that support
by noting Biden’s new criminal justice plan stands in con-
trast to the 1994 crime bill Biden helped draft. Booker
dubbed Biden an “architect of mass incarceration” for sup-
porting that bill, and he told the National Urban League
that a candidate gets “no great badge of courage” for call-
ing Trump a racist today.  “The question is, what were you
doing to address structural inequality and institutional
racism throughout your life?” — AFP

DETROIT: Democratic 2020 presidential candidate Joe
Biden addresses Presidential Forum the NAACP’s 110th
National Convention at Cobo Center in Michigan. — AFP 


